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FolderTimeUpdate is a utility that
enables you to automatically

adjust the Modified Date attribute
of one or multiple directories at

the same time. Version 1.0: Initial
release. Read more: A portable

alternative to Microsoft's
Windows Backup utility.

ControlBackup is a software utility
which enables you to schedule a

backup for your Windows desktop
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environment from a central
backup server. Moreover,

ControlBackup can work with any
type of data storage device,
allowing you to keep your

precious data on your computer
safe even when your hard disk
fails. The only condition is that

you must have installed Windows
Vista or later (data protection and
encryption for earlier versions are

optional). This article is about
creating a hard drive backup

using C#. It is recommended to
know the basics of compressing a
hard drive before beginning. This

article will not cover how to
compress a hard drive or use a
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3rd-party app like Platawall to do
it. A basic idea of the process The
first step is to create a package of
your hard drive and store it on a

protected location on your
computer, preferably something
like an external hard drive or a

cloud backup provider. It is
recommended to periodically

back up your package and save it
on another location. Now, we are

going to create a project that
allows you to copy your package

to a different location on your
hard drive. The application can be

a portable or standalone
application if you want.

Implementing the hard drive copy
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The first step is to include the
Windows.Storage namespace in
your project. We also include the
XNA.Gaming.Content.Compressio

n namespace, in case your
application does not use the.NET

Framework. Now, we create a
class named HardDriveCopy,

which will be the container for the
hard drive package and for the
destination hard drive on the

target computer. We also create
an object of this class named

hardDriveCopy, which holds the
connection string to the target
computer. using System; using

System.Runtime.InteropServices;
using Windows.Storage; using
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Windows.Storage.AccessCache;
using XNA.Gaming.Content.Comp

ression; While the synchronize
method updates the local
timestamp of the Backup

property and the last-modified
properties of all files, the

updateTimestamp method writes
to the last-modified property and

the modified property in the
Backup dictionary (as a

workaround for the
TimestampToFile property not

being available in the.NET
Compact Framework

FolderTimeUpdate Free For Windows (April-2022)

FolderTimeUpdate is the
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application designed to allow you
to easily update the Modified

Date attribute of a sub-folder in
multiple directories. It does this
by introducing an easy-to-use
interface that will allow you to
perform the desired operation

quickly and without any errors or
fluctuations. Although, if the

operation seems more
complicated for your needs, you
can simply use the simulation
mode to test the changes. The

application supports the following
operations: - Working with

directories in a specified path -
Customizing the information to be
recorded about changed folders
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and sub-folders - Testing the
modification of the folder

timestamps by simulating it -
Exporting the results of the

operation to an HTML report What
is new in this release: Version

4.0.1.2: - Fixed issue that caused
some folders not to update their
timestamps What is new in this
release: Version 4.0.1: - Fixed
issue that caused some folders
not to update their timestamps

All User Reviews for
FolderTimeUpdate Rating: 1 out
of 5 (1) Date Added: 05/07/2012
Just junk Date Added: 07/25/2011
Nothing Date Added: 05/14/2011

The most useless software on
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windows. Date Added:
02/18/2011 This is a bad

software. Nothing for your money,
only a waste of it. Date Added:

02/18/2011 I found this software
useless. I am very much

disappointed in its performance.
Date Added: 05/24/2009 This is
just junk, not worth the money
and time wasted. Date Added:

02/20/2009 I find this a waste of
money, it doesn't even do what it

says. I want to change the
modified date, and it actually

updates the access rights of the
folder. Date Added: 09/05/2007
This software is bigly useless. I

got it, I don't know what I wanted,
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it is suppose to help us to change
the modified date of our folders,

and what is more, it will work
remotely like a CRM so it will auto

archive old files. Date Added:
05/24/2007 I cannot believe it,

what a waste of money, just read
the description and it is just junk!

Date Added: 02/13/2007
b7e8fdf5c8
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In a snap! Automate and update
the timestamp of every folder and
sub-folder, including empty ones,
in selected folders. Features: Full
folder selection. Full folder depth
selection. Simulation mode. HTML
report. Size: 72KB
FolderTimeUpdate 3.5 is a nifty
software utility that enables users
to easily alter the Modified Date
attribute of a folder. The tool
comes with a simulation mode, so
you can experiment with the
changes and only then update the
timestamp of multiple folders at
the same time. FolderTimeUpdate
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3.5 Description: With
FolderTimeUpdate you can
amend the Modified Date
attribute for multiple selected
folders, including empty ones. No
matter whether you are an expert
or novice, the changes are made
in a snap - a real benefit.
FEATURES: Fully selected folder
option. Fully selected sub-folder
option. Create log file report.
Simulation Mode. Size: 32K
FolderTimeUpdate 4.2 is a handy
application that enables users to
easily change the timestamp of
multiple folders and it sub-folders.
The tool comes with a simulation
mode, so you can experiment
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with the changes and only then
update the timestamp of multiple
folders at the same time.
FolderTimeUpdate 4.2
Description: With
FolderTimeUpdate, you can
amend the Modified Date
attribute for multiple selected
folders and it sub-folders -
including empty ones. No matter
whether you are an expert or
novice, the changes are made in
a snap - a real benefit. FEATURES:
Fully selected folder option. Fully
selected sub-folder option.
Simulation mode. Size: 32K
FolderTimeUpdate is a handy
application that enables you to
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automatically alter the Modified
Date attribute of one or multiple
directories at the same time. The
package comes with a simulation
mode, so you can experiment
with the updated timestamp until
you are satisfied with the result,
and only then apply the changes.
With FolderTimeUpdate 4.2, you
can amend the Modified Date
attribute for multiple selected
folders and it sub-folders -
including empty ones. No matter
whether you are an expert or
novice, the changes are made in
a snap - a real benefit. Manage
the Modified Date of one or
multiple folders and it sub-folders
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with FolderTimeUpdate. The
handy application, that comes
with a simulation mode, enables
you to automatically alter the
modified timestamp of one or
multiple folders and their sub-fold

What's New in the?

Take control of important folders.
Automatically control folder time
update. Latest Reviews: Very
easy to use, works great, thanks,
does exactly what it is supposed
to do. Oct 16, 2019 José G. Color
Theme Editor Version 1.0.1 Thank
you guys for making the color
editor for GTK+ available for
Windows :). Now I have GTK+
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with colors and it's far better than
before. + It works without any
problem, + It works really fast, +
I couldn't want something more. -
The mouse cursor disappears to
the taskbar when using the color
preview (only happens with the
mouse), - Menu fonts are still
saved to the original files in the
".gconf" directory if you change
their names, - There are still
some cosmetic bugs I cannot
figure out, Overall, great stuff!!!
Dec 17, 2019 Pieter A. Kollection
Version 1.3 I just started using
Kollection on Windows 10, and I
don't like it. I opened a collection
on file, and, as the name said, it
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contains files from multiple
locations. When I started the
program, I realized that the
default location was
%APPDATA%, so I thought that
would be the new default for all
the new collections. I opened the
tool that allows me to change the
default directory, and I saw that
each folder inside %APPDATA%
was listed. The example I gave
above was an example of a well
chosen location. I opened a folder
named "SOC" inside
%APPDATA%. %APPDATA% is a
special folder, usually something
like "C:\Users\\AppData" or
similar, and it is created and
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always points to the same
location. Somewhere in my
process, Kollection stored a
collection that includes the
folders inside %APPDATA%. How's
that possible? Another issue with
Kollection was the fact that each
folder that it stores is a "group"
(collection?), so I can't unselect it.
I selected it to get a better view
of the folders. But now I can't go
back to a more normal view. It's a
tool that it's great if you want to
make quick backups, or store a
copy of files from different
folders. But for simple checking
and controlling, it
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System Requirements:

Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-3570 CPU @
3.00GHz or higher Windows 7
SP1/ Windows 8/ Windows 8.1/
Windows 10 4 GB RAM or higher 1
GB VRAM or higher 1 GB hard
disk space NVIDIA GeForce GTX
670 or higher NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 770 or higher NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 960 or higher
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 980 or
higher NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080
or higher NVIDIA GeForce GTX
1080 Ti or
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